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ABSTRACT

Attention is called to a possible solution to the problem of the

ambiguity in the numerical coefficient of the correction term (ft R) that

occurs in the Klein-Gordon and relativistic Pauli equations in the

presence of a gravitational field. This solution is based on the

possibility of factorizing the relativistic Pauli equation for the

propagator of the spin j particle,defined by a path integral,to obtain

the Dirac equation in the presence of a gravitational field.
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Recently, de Alfaro et al. [1] studied the problem of the ambiguity

of the coefficient of the correction term (fi R) from the point of view of the

ordering problem and supersynunetry. In this letter attention is called to

a new argument in favour of ("o) a s the value" of that coefficient.

Lichnerowicz [2] pointed out the following relation:

X - \R] VvV
that was discussed after by Galvao and Teitelboim [3], where A^tx^.x,,) is

the Feynman propagator for a relativistic spin ~- particle,

D = D + lr y . . j k
U U 2 'jku

D is the standard covariant derivative with respect to x ,

Jk 1 , j k k j ,
ô  = £ (YJ Y " Y YJ )

Y^ are the Dirac gamma matrices,

X. are the vierbein vectors which are erected to each point of the curved

space-time

are the Ricci coefficients of rotation and R is the scalar curvature of the

background geometry.

Besides the relation (1), Balek et al. [4] used the path integrals and

the Van Vleck determinant as a measure of the path integrals and found out that

the propagator of a relativistic spin ~- particle moving a gravitational

field is fulfilling the following relativistic Paul! equation in curved space-

time with a <S-function singular source

"DP D + m + T- R] ApCxy.x,.)

where (-g) = det(g ), g is the metric tensor and m is the mass of a

relativistic spin •=• particle. If one defines

D = ®
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and uses (1), then the equation (2) becomes

+ * Z (A- ±) R AF(xN,x0) . (3)

It is seen that Eq.(3) cannot be factorized due to the presence of the term

which is proportional to R . The only possibility of eliminating the

R-term in (3) is to modify the measure of the path integrals, that was used

in [4], in such a way to obtain in the equation (2) a correction term equal

(- %- R) instead of (- % R) .

De Witt [5] in 1983 suggested another measure of the path integrals
-2

that yield a correction term ( + g— R) in the Schrodinger equation in the

case of a non-relativistic scalar particle moving in n-dimensional curved

configuration space. It can be shown that using this De Witt new measure

of path integrals either in the case of a relativistic scalar particle or in

the case of a relativistic spin ̂  particle, will yield in both Klein-Gordon

-n2
and relativistic Pauli equations a correction term equal to (- ̂ — R). These

calculations are exactly the same as in the case of using Van Vleck determinant

as a measure of path integrals in references [4] and [6]. Therefore,

Eq.(3) becomes

(-g)

2i*2 (vo
) (̂ sv

- m] [TV$>V + m] yx N,x 0) (5)

provided that

[^D v+ m] AF(xN,x0) = ADF(xN,x0) * 0 . (7)

2
In conclusion, one can see that it is necessary that the coefficient of (fi R)

has to be (- -g) to be able to get the Dirac equation in the presence of

gravitational field.
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